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WhAT iS PoliTicAl liFe?

South Africa is a country blessed with a rich culture of participating in 
public life. This means that South Africans care about what happens to the 
next person. Therefore, South Africans have a deep sense of a common goal 

and a common belonging. There is a strong saying that goes ‘it takes a community 
to raise a child’. The meaning of this is that it is the community that is responsible 
for outcomes in their area. 

In the heart of this saying is the belief that individuals are products of their 
community. The community has a collective responsibility towards its well being. 
Individual responsibility is not understood independently from the community. 

This does not mean that individuals have no responsibilities. Individuals are 
held responsible for the shape of their community. Individuals cannot distance 
themselves from the way in which their communities look. 

These attributes of collective action and collective responsibility would come into 
conflict with modern approaches to life. People develop what they call individual 
zeal. The success of a modern economy depends on well nurtured individuals for 
success. The majority of Africans see themselves as cultural beings defined by a set 
of rules and a code of behaviour. 

The idea of belonging to a community and having responsibility towards the 
community is understood in that sense. 

However, there seem to be attempts to differentiate a cultural being from a 
political or economic being.  

There is a false idea that the behaviour required of me regarding political life is 
completely different from what is required of me when it comes to cultural/personal 
life. This approach seeks to entrench the idea that I am disciplined by my culture when 
I deal with personal life - and the ethics that derive from my culture do not apply to my 
political life. This results in two levels of existence, namely personal and public. 

The reason why bad behaviour often gets condoned in political life is because we 
do not hold ourselves personally responsible for political outcomes. 

We have what is called ‘double standards’ where we expect less when it comes to 
political life while telling ourselves that our personal life needs to be morally acceptable. 
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In reality, it is impossible to differentiate between public life and personal life. 
Although we try to see the separation between private life and public life, the human 
mind cannot switch itself on and off when entering a different area of life. It is difficult 
for a mind to say ‘now I’m stepping into a political life and this kind of behaviour 
and these rules apply’, and then subsequently say now I am looking at my personal 
relations and this behaviour is acceptable. We blame political representatives when 
they show unacceptable moral behaviour in the public space. 

It is because of the impossibility of separating the private behaviour from public 
life that whenever we have to vote for a leader, we often ask ourselves if the leader 
will not offend our moral position on certain issues that may be seen as private.   
We ask ourselves if the leader believes in God, does she or he fear God? The reasons 
we ask these types of questions is not because we are uneducated or backward, but 
because we want our political space to not be the opposite of our personal lives. 

We have certain beliefs and convictions that may be cultural or religious and we 
prefer that such convictions are nourished and reflected in the political space. This 
shows the reality that we are practically unable to separate our personal space from 
the political space and we require the same standard of behaviour for both spheres.

This reference book on political life is based on the realisation that human beings 
require a morally righteous political space. The aim of this reference book is to express 
how personal space is influenced by what is taking place in political space. This 
reference book aims to deliver the message that as long as citizens do not take their 
political life personally, they will have a problem. A conflict will emerge between their 
personal convictions and political life. An immoral political space will contaminate 
both the social and cultural space. 

The discussions and definitions provided in this book are aimed at highlighting the 
importance of individual responsibility in political life and how that affects the well 
being of the community. There are many expressions that are uttered by citizens that 
indicate doubts and lack of hope about political life and political representatives. 

These expressions are common in a society where trust in political affairs is 
declining due to bad experiences, perceived or real. This happens when individuals 
and communities begin to doubt if their political space is capable of bringing about 
meaningful changes in their lives.
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beinG RecoGniSeD AS A ciTizen

South Africa is arguably reaching a critical stage in its political journey. 
Rights and freedoms have been bestowed upon all citizens in South 
Africa, since the end of apartheid in 1994. Since then, South Africa has 

been experiencing democratic governance. Democracy is a system that respects 
individuals and communities and also serves as a framework to deliver them to a 
desired destination. Democracy is about how the state recognises individuals and 
communities. It is also about allowing individuals to openly strive to attain certain 
goals of their choice. 

Being recognised is a very important thing that determines whether an individual 
plays an active role in society. 

Recognition is about acknowledging the roles and responsibilities that one has 
to play in an organisation or a society. If a person is recognised only as a receiver of 
services such a person will only understand his or her responsibility as a receiver of 
services. The person will only act as it is expected, and that will be to receive. 

When a person is recognised as a receiver and also as a contributor towards the 
services, such a person then understands that they have responsibilities. In this way 
a person is encouraged to work towards the creation of the services before they can 
receive the services. All this means that people should act according to the way in 
which they are being recognised. 

If people do not act in a way that they are being recognised, that means that they 
are asking to be recognised in a way that they act. 

This explanation shows how important political participation is. The Constitution 
of South Africa recognises people as citizens with rights to participate in democratic 
processes such as voting. If people do not participate it means that they do not value 
the rights provided to them by the constitution. This means that the rights and 
responsibilities stated in the constitution will in effect not be used.  Why is being 
recognised as a citizen important? The main concern in this booklet is to talk about 
how to improve political life and what should be the expectations of citizens. The 
key words here are behaviour and expectations. 

As human beings, we consistently behave in a way that we are expected to. In 
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other words, our behaviour is usually in line with the way in which we are being 
recognised. A simple example can be thought about in relation to children. 

Psychologists have shown, through their studies that children tend to behave in 
the way that they are/were treated by their parents. If a child cries expecting sweets, 
s/he will sustain this behaviour if the parent does as the child expects. If, in this 
situation, the parent decides to ignore the crying child, such a child will realise that 
her/his behaviour is not being recognised and will ultimately stop such behaviour. 

This shows that if behaviour is recognised by way of providing an incentive, 
then expectations are that such behaviour will in future be recognised; hence it will 
continue to be shown. 

In a democratic system with free and open elections, citizens are recognised as 
deserving of dignity. For this recognition to be complete and meaningful, certain 
behaviour in the form of participation is required from citizens. 

When a country says it adopts democratic rule, its citizens are then expected 
to be treated in a particular way by the government. In turn, citizens have to carry 
themselves in a particular way towards their government. 

For example, citizens in a democracy would ask questions about how their 
government secures their economic needs and provides justice openly and fairly. 
Citizens have an obligation to respect the outcomes of democratic processes such as 
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voting and other decision making forums. Citizens also have an obligation to play 
a role in voting, participate in decision making forums such as council meetings, 
referendums etc. 

A democratic state recognises its citizens by allowing them to openly play a role 
in democratic processes. Citizens are obliged to play a role in those forums so that 
they continue to be recognised and respected by their government. 

What happens when citizens decide not to play a role in democratic processes 
including voting and attending council meetings, for example?  In some countries 
there is an explicit obligation to vote and play a role in public life. South Africa does 
not impose a strict obligation on citizens when it comes to voting. 

We may choose not to vote at all or we may even convince other people to stay 
away from elections or a community meeting. This is called to boycott, and we have 
the right to do that if we feel like doing so. The right to vote implies the right not 
to vote. The reality however is that, irrespective of whether or not one voted, we all 
have an obligation to respect and abide by election results as long as those elections 
have been proved and declared to be free and fair. 

The fact that we did not vote does not mean that we are then obligated by 
decisions taken by the leaders who have been voted in. This is the flipside of 
democracy: we have to respect the results of democratic processes even if we did not 
take part in those processes ourselves. Now we understand why it is better for us to 
vote, instead of not voting… let us explain this matter.
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Why voTe, Why PARTiciPATe? 

Whether or not we use opportunities to play a role in democratic processes, 
we are without doubt obliged to respect the results. By not participating, 
we are weakening our chances when it comes to influencing outcomes. 

This leads to another problem we are experiencing with local government in South 
Africa, the problem that is explored in this booklet. 

Citizens’ inability to play a role in democratic processes may result in constant 
erosion of forums and opportunities. The simple way to say this is that democracy 
has the ability to self-destruct: when it is not well used or not used at all.

We may exercise our democratic rights to do whatever we want in any day, 
including the day of a local council meeting or even local government elections. If 
we have in our local council a number of dishonest officials who aim to hide certain 
information from the community, those officials will have it very easy if the day they 
call a meeting is the same day we decided to exercise our right to do anything but 
attend a local council meeting. 

The result of this is that failure to attend the meeting in effect legitimises 
decisions that one has not been part of. Democracy requires respecting outcomes 
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that have been reached through acceptable procedures.
Our experience is that when we feel unhappy with decisions that have been 

reached through forums, we believe it is within our rights to picket, march and 
protest as a way of showing our disapproval. Protesting is an acceptable initiative 
only if people have participated in open forums and the forums have been unfair or 
not helpful in bringing the message out. 

Protesting should therefore be the last resort, something undertaken when talks 
in open forums are unable to resolve things. 

If people fail to participate in open and fair decision making forums, protesting 
decisions and outcomes becomes a hindrance to democracy. 

Imagine a community in which no one participated in open forums, and everyone 
just wants to go directly to contest outcomes through protesting or marching. 
That would be a community where no one wants to take responsibility and make 
decisions, and everyone is always waiting to cast judgment on outcomes. This 
type of community cannot be said to be a working community: it is a judgmental 
community which does not have a sense of common responsibility. Participation in 
public community affairs requires taking responsibility when it comes to decision 
making and accepting outcomes. 

A working community or society is one that respects decisions in a similar 
way that it respects the need to play a role in processes necessary for achievement 
of those results. A society that has lost hope when it comes to participating in 
processes should not pride itself on contesting results but should make efforts to 
affect processes and influence results.        

It is easy to sit on the fence and say that decisions that have been made are not 
good. It is only those who participated in the decision making process who make 
sense when they make such statements, because they have tried to play a role. 
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hoW We SPeAK AbouT GoveRnmenT 

There are common words we use on a daily basis as we communicate our 
concerns and we use those words to show our understanding of processes 
that are taking place in government, including local government. The 

following section explains those concepts because they are important when it comes 
to how we relate to institutions. The meaning of those concepts is contested, but 
the aim in this section is to provide the basic understanding required for engaging 
with government. Some of those words refer to forums that exist, some refer to 
our behaviour, some refer to the way we relate to others and how we relate to 
government. 

expressing our expectations

Service delivery 
Service delivery refers to the situation whereby services in the form of activities are 
provided to be used by the people. Services could be in the form of water supply, 
electricity connection and supply, and also the building of roads, for example.  
Government is one of the providers of services in South Africa. 
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Government provides water connections and water supply. Private companies and 
factories can also provide services to the people. A company may decide to build a road for 
the community. Communities may also provide services for themselves. 

For example, a community in a rural area may agree to collect money and buy pipes for 
water connection and supply. To ensure that the full work is done, a community may dig 
holes and install the pipes so as to have water supply near their homes. Some communities 
have successfully provided services for themselves by collecting money and building schools 
themselves, using local builders from the community. Services can be provided by anyone 
who has the intent to improve services in their community and to improve people‘s lives. 

Social grants 
A social grant is a form of financial assistance that is made by government to people who 
need help and assistance so that they are able to afford certain needs in life. The main aim of 
social grants is to assist the needy so that they are able to live a better life. The constitution of 
South Africa states that the people of South Africa should be treated with dignity. From this 
comes the commitment from government to ensure we all live in dignity under good living 
conditions. As one of the ways to create good living conditions for the people, government 
provides social grants as assistance. 

The aim is to ensure that all citizens are able to go through life with dignity. It is only 
those who are in need who should register to receive social grants. 

There are different types of grants. There is an old age grant which is provided for the 
elderly; there is a child support grant provided to assist parents to raise children. There is 
also a disability grant which is given to those who are physically and mentally disabled 
so that can be able to afford some of their needs. There are many people who need social 
grants in South Africa and there is not enough money to help everyone. 

When a grant is given to someone who is not in need, this means one needy person is 
unable to receive a grant. It is therefore very important for citizens to report cases to the 
authorities where grants are given to people who do not need them. Government has rules 
stating who should receive grants. 

It is our responsibility as citizens to assist government so that the grant system is used 
well in our communities.
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Attitudes 
The word attitude is important because it is about how people look at things that are 
taking place in their surroundings and also how they respond to these things. People 
may express attitudes by speaking, acting, and by merely not doing anything. 

When a person has an attitude towards something it means a person expresses 
a particular behaviour or saying towards the thing. Attitudes can be positive or 
negative. A positive attitude is when one holds the opinion that something is good 
and they then approach it as a good thing. People may show a negative attitude 
when they are of the view that something is bad or is being done badly. 

In this case they may adopt a negative attitude which shows that they do not 
believe that that thing will ever work well. 

Attitudes play a big role in political life. People may hold the opinion that local 
government will not function well. That attitude may result in people being hopeless 
and not playing a role in local government activities because they do not have a 
hope that things will ever work well. If people have reached this level it is difficult 
for them to see anything good about local government or their municipalities. 

People then stop believing that they can actually play a role to improve things. 
When someone has a negative attitude towards something, all they see in that thing 
is failure and hopelessness. 

A positive attitude can empower someone to believe that even if local government and 
municipalities are not run well, there is an opportunity for people to play a role to ensure 
that municipalities and local government is operated properly to help the people. 

A positive attitude does not mean that one does not see bad things, but it means 
that one has hope that bad things can be turned into good things. A positive attitude 
is to show hope that things can be changed to be good while a negative attitude is 
hopelessness. People may lose hope in how things are going, but they may show a 
positive attitude by believing and hoping that they can play a role to ensure that 
things go well.  Let us discuss some of the common ways of expressing attitudes in 
political life.
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Politician
A politician is a person who works in political office. A political office is a job that one 
acquires by being elected or by being appointed by someone who has been elected. 
Members of parliament, presidents, premiers, councillors and mayors are some of the 
people who are politicians. These people do not apply for the jobs that they do, they 
have been elected into those positions by the people or their political parties. 

Members of parliament are appointed to their position by the political party 
that has been voted for by the people. If someone wants to work in a bank then 
the only way is to apply for a job at a bank. But if someone wants to be a member 
of parliament, then one has to stand for elections or join a political party that is 
contesting elections. 
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So, politicians are people who are in politics either working in a political party or 
occupying a job to which they were elected by a political party. Politicians owe their 
jobs to the public who vote for those individuals or their political parties.

Politics
The word politics is understood differently. People usually use the word politics to 
express their frustration with power relations. For example, people would say “I did 
not get promoted because there is so much politics going on at work”. Politics is 
about power relations and how that is arranged in governing the people. Those who 
study politics learn how power is attained and how power is retained. 
The rest, in terms of institutions, are ways and means through which power relations 
are regulated to ensure harmony and co-existence among the people. Politics is 
about the power to rule and the obligations that come with power.  

our relationship with government structures

Apathy
The word apathy is used to refer to a lack of interest in public life. When someone has 
no interest and does not participate in public life, it is said that the person has apathy. 
There are people who would not be able to participate in public life for reasons such 
as working too late and working too hard. Yet those people may show an interest in 
public life by way of discussing, reading and talking to people about what is going on 
in public life. Such people cannot be said to have apathy because they have an interest 
in public life. They want to participate but are unable to do so. 

Apathy is shown when one has no interest in public life, when one does not even 
ask questions about what is going on in public life. 

Democracy
There are many forms of democracy. In practice, democracy refers to the process of 
making decisions where individuals are playing a role. A democratic government 
is the type of government that allows its citizens to play a role in the process of 
governing. Playing a role does not mean that people will be directly involved every 
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time a decision has to be made.
If people were to be involved every time a decision has to be made, it would 

take far too long for decisions to be made and most people would be busy working 
and would not have time to always play a role. This would make it difficult for 
representatives to carry out the duties that they were elected to do. 

People may play a role by voting for leaders and then allowing those leaders to make 
some decisions on their behalf. As part of democracy, people are required to respect 
decisions that have been made in a fair and open manner. The results of a democratic 
decision making process are binding even if one does not like such results. 

Participation: this is seen by way of being involved and playing a role in activities 
and processes. Democracy is a system where processes are entered into in order to 
make decisions. Democracy is made possible by the participation and involvement 
of citizens. 

citizenship/citizen
This is a privilege that people in a country are given. A citizen is someone who has 
citizenship in a country. By having citizenship, you have the right to be treated in 
a certain way by your country and that has to be respected by fellow people living 
with you in your country. Being a citizen is more than just living in a country. 
It is about living in a country and being given certain enjoyment of rights and also 
having certain duties. In South Africa, citizens are allowed to vote and they enjoy 
the right to stand to be voted as well. There are also people who the law allows to 
live in South Africa, but who are not citizens. These people are known as residents. 
They are allowed to be in South Africa and work in South Africa, but they do not 
enjoy similar rights that are given to citizens of this country. 

These people are respected and enjoy the protection of the law and other rights, 
but they are not citizens. Citizens enjoy more rights and they also have more 
responsibilities to their country. As citizens of South Africa, we have to do certain 
things such as to vote, as a way of practicing our citizenship. 

Active citizen
An active citizen is one who plays a role in community affairs. This is the type of 
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citizen who observes and takes part in how the community is run. 
An active citizen believes that the community has the power to change things and 

that individuals need to play a role in the community. One can be active through 
voting, attending meetings and sometimes contributing towards discussions. 
Protesting is another way of expressing active citizenship.

citizen agency
This refers to an understanding that a person has the ability and intelligence to play 
a role in affairs that concern them. Citizens have the fitness to decide what they 
need to do in order to improve their lives. 

The opposite idea of citizen agency is the idea that citizens can only accept what 
has been decided on their behalf and they cannot do anything or even question 
what is done to them.

Accountability
Being accountable is one of the cornerstones of democracy. Elected leaders or 
representatives have a responsibility to explain their activities that relate to the 
public office. In some cases, representatives may also have to explain to the people 
some of the activities that have taken place in their private lives as long as that has 
a potential to impact on how they function in public life. Representatives may 
account for how they used the money and also on why they have been successful in 
achieving certain things that they were elected to achieve. 

Leaders may also be asked to account for some of the decisions they have made. 
Company leaders are also expected to be accountable to shareholders on how they 
use company funds and also why they have made certain decisions. 

Political leaders and representatives are accountable to the people. Some rules 
may be adopted in the law stating what the leaders have to account for. Rules 
may also state exactly what information must be provided to ensure that a full 
accountability is exercised. The constitution of South Africa states some of the rules 
relating to how political leaders should account to the people. 
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Duty/responsibility
A duty is a responsibility to act or behave in a particular way. Citizens have a duty to 
vote and play a role in enhancing life in their country. People may fulfil their duties 
in different ways because people may contribute to the same goal in many different 
ways. People may also discuss and debate how to carry out their duties. The fact is 
that duties exist and citizens have duties. 

The relationship between the state and its people is about rights and duties. The 
state should provide certain benefits and rights to people, and the people have a duty 
or obligation to do certain things such as contributing to the well being of their state. 
The people gain something from the state and they also do something for the state.

Public life
Public life involves activities and involvements that take place outside private life. 
In public life we deal with issues that also concern other people outside our family 
and friends. Attending a community meeting is an act that happens in public life. 
In a community meeting we deal with what affects the community as a collective, 
instead of what is important for us as family in our private life. However, it is 
important to understand that some of the decisions we make in public life may 
affect certain things in our private life. 

For example, our decision to participate in a community meeting where the decision 
to build a road is made, will affect our private journey when we travel on the road to visit 
our family. So, some of our activities in public life may affect our private lives.  

Representative: A representative is someone who stands for others. One becomes 
a representative by being appointed or elected. In a democracy, representatives are 
elected through voting. There are many reasons why there should be representatives. 
The duty of a representative is to voice and protect the needs and values of the 
people he/she represents. A representative is elected or appointed to provide 
representation. 

By electing a person to represent you, you actually trust that person to protect 
and serve in your interest. This means that you give authority to someone to stand 
on your behalf, to represent you. It is important that people often ask themselves if 
their representatives are still protecting their interests. 
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The people are those who are represented. In South Africa we vote for 
representatives once in four years. During the four years after we voted, we wait and 
see how they are representing our interests. And then we vote again. We vote for 
the person or the political party that we believe better represents our interests and 
values. After four years we may feel that the people we voted for did not represent 
us as we wanted. 

We can then decide to vote for them again so that they can try to represent us 
better or to vote for another person or a political party that we believe will do a good 
job in representing us. We must understand that it is impossible for representatives 
to be able to do everything we want them to do for us. No one can do that.

We have to understand that representatives may succeed in securing some of our 
interests but that they may be unable to fulfil some for many reasons. We should ask 
ourselves if we believe they have tried enough and we should give them a chance to 
try again. We should ask if we can trust them to represent us again. 

consultation
When a person is asked to provide a view on something then they are being 
consulted. Consultation takes place when an opportunity arises for a person to 
make a contribution towards something that has to be decided upon. Consultation 
gives people a chance to express how they prefer something to be done. For example, 
it could be about what public funds have to be spent on. 

After a person expresses a preference on how a matter has to be decided, this does 
not mean that their view will be the one that succeeds. If 15 people are consulted 
on how R200 has to be spent, they will most likely express different views. But a 
decision has to be made finally on how the money should be spent. The person who 
is entitled to decide would consider everything that has been said by all 15 people 
and then make a decision. 

All those who have been consulted would have to abide by the decision and the 
decision maker may explain how she/he arrived at the decisions. A person cannot 
say that they have not been consulted simply because their preference is not the view 
that has been decided on. Consultation is made, then different views are assessed 
and finally a decision is made on the matter. 
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Forums
Forums are gatherings through which people participate in public life and make 
decisions. Council meetings and ward meetings are examples of forums. People 
often say that “we need forums to participate”. What they mean is that they need 
ways in which they can play a role in public life. Forums are different, depending 
on what they are for. In political life, the most important of the forums are meetings 
and committees. Other examples of forums are community policing forums and 
street committees. 

A community policing forum is a way in which people meet and work with police 
to ensure the safety of their areas. Street committees are formed by the people to deal 
with issues such as cleanliness and even conflict resolution where they live. These are 
arrangements through which important issues are discussed and decided on. 
According to the constitution of South Africa, people have the right to play a role in 
the forums and use the forums to achieve their goals in society. These forums must 
be run freely and openly for those affected. People may create forums themselves by 
calling meetings and also by organising committees in their areas. Some forums are 
created by the constitution. 

mobilisation
To mobilise involves gathering people in order to launch an initiative of their choice. 
People may mobilise to build a school. Also, people may mobilise themselves to 
request a particular service from a service provider. For example, a group of people 
may mobilise to request their councillor to write a report on how much funds were 
used to build the road and how much is remaining. In simple terms, to mobilise 
is when a group of people organise themselves with the aim of achieving certain 
goals.  

Responsive
To be responsive is to answer back to concerns or grievances that are raised by the 
people. If someone gives feedback on how they feel about the services or the treatment 
they get, then to be responsive is to explain to them why the situation is the way it is. 
To be responsive does not mean that one will always provide a satisfactory answer to 
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the concerns raised, but only that one will attempt to answer it. 
It is important that government is responsive to how people feel about the 

treatment and the relationship that they have with the government. But people 
should also understand that they will not always find the explanation or the response 
from government to be satisfactory. 

It is then important that being responsive provides an opportunity to talk about 
things and open a conversation that will lead to the search for a solution.  

Grievances
Grievances are concerns or complaints that develop in a 
business or professional relationship. In most cases people 
would have grievances and concerns against an institution 
such as a local government office or even their employer. 
There are ways in which grievances can be expressed. They 
can be written down into a memorandum or a paper and 
submitted to the office of an institution that should be informed. 

In some cases, people may engage in a march where they submit grievances 
to the offices of the institution that they believe needs to solve or deal with the 
problems raised. Those who submit grievances may also do so by way of sending 
their representatives to deliver the paper containing the complaints to the offices that 
need to be informed. Grievances are often received by the leaders of organisations 
or government departments. The people who submit grievances may request that 
their complaints are dealt with by calling a meeting to discuss the issues or by doing 
certain things. 

The result of a memorandum is a discussion and then a solution to what is being 
complained about. A memorandum is one of the most effective ways in which 
people voice their complaints. 

If the method is not successful, people may decide to approach the courts and 
ask the court to compel the authorities to do something about the situation. In 
that way, the court will see if people have properly communicated their concerns to 
the offices they complain about and if the offices did not take steps to resolve the 
problem or to discuss the situation.
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memorandum
This refers to a document in which a message is formally expressed in a clear and 
simple way. A memorandum is a letter or a document stating the message. The 
message can be about complaints or grievances or it can simply be information 
about steps that are going to be taken in relation to a matter. 

Memorandums should be clear and written in simple language which will be 
understood by those to which they are written. 

A memorandum may look like this:

Title:  Memorandum on the state of the bridge on Sethembile Road

To:  Reabona Local Municipal Council

From:  Communities living around Sithembile Bridge in Reabona Local 

Municpality

Subject:  To request permission from the City Council for the community 

living around Sithembile Bridge to undertake repairs on the 

bridge. 

Discussion: The bridge on Sithembile Road has been badly affected by 

recent rainfall, which has wiped out the soil around the bridge. The community 

has become aware of the damage that has been caused by the rain.

Request: The community therefore requests permission from the City 

Council to build a wall of loose rocks so as to protect the walls of the 

bridge against future rainfall. 

The community will undertake the repair on the bridge, under supervision 

from local builders (Mr Moagi, and Mr S Ledwaba).

We hereby ask the Local Council to respond as soon as possible, given 

possible damage that may occur to the bridge.

Date: 21 January 2011
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Petitioning your local council

Any member of the local community has the right to take a petition 

(which might contain demands or complaints or recommendations) to the 

municipal council.  A petition is used to show the council and the municipal 

administration that a large number of people want something to be done.   

Usually a petition is adopted at a mass meeting or signed by a large number 

of people to demonstrate that it has wide support. A petition could be a 

complaint or a set of demands.  Each council is required by law:

•	 To	 allow	 for	 petitions	 and	 to	 have	 proper	 procedures	 to	 receive	 and	

respond to petitions; and  

•	 To	respond	promptly	to	a	petition.	

To make sure the issue does not get forgotten, it may be useful to take 

the petition to the council a short time (say 10 days) before a council 

meeting, and then demand a response from the council at that meeting.1 

It is likely that the petition will be referred to management committees and 

the relevant departments who will make recommendations to the relevant 

portfolio committees.  Your organisation must keep track of the progress of 

the petition to ensure that it does not get ignored.

Remember that your organisation and your community can demand that the 

meetings of the council and its committees are open to the public (which they 

are obliged to be, save in certain limited cases), and that those meetings are 

conducted properly (impartially, without prejudice and without self-interest).

1 Municipal Systems Act,  s.5(1) and s. 17(2)(a)

This type of document shows that the community has discussed the matter and 
now it is proposing steps that it would like to take to ensure things are well. The 
message is very clear and simple. This is one of the ways to write a memorandum.   
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learning about Appeals: Section 62 of the municipal Systems Act

You have a water services account that you pay on time, or you are a customer 
who receives ‘free basic service’ in your home, but your water service is not 
working properly. You have called the call center, your service provider and the 
local government department responsible for water services. None of those you 
have called have responded satisfactorily. You recorded the “who, what and 
when” of your complaint. Your water is still not working.  It is time to appeal.

If you feel that policies or by-laws are being ignored, or that a decision taken 
by the council, by a committee or a council official is wrong and violates your 
rights, you have a right to appeal that decision to the municipal manager, who 
will then forward the appeal to the relevant appeal authority (i.e. the higher 
decision making body such as the mayor or the executive committee). 

If you disagree with a decision made by municipal staff or the municipal manager, 
you can appeal to the municipal manager or executive to review the decision.2

To appeal you need to write a letter with the details of your complaint and your 
dealings with municipal staff, together with why you think the decision is wrong 
and deliver your letter to the municipal manager within 21 days of the date you 
were notified of the decision.3 In all appeals from decisions of municipal staff 
– the municipal manager decides the appeal, however, if your appeal is from 
a decision of the municipal manager, the executive of municipal council (the 
mayor, executive committee, or council) will decide the appeal.  

Regardless of who hears the appeal, they have six weeks to start the appeal 
process, and must give a decision within a ‘reasonable period.’ If you disagree 
with the decision of the appeal body, and there is a serious error, you can 
apply to a court for a review of the decision.

2  How do you know whether they have the legal authority directly, or because a higher up 
delegated the power to them? Ask the person you are dealing with who gave them the 
power, or when in doubt, simply make your appeal.

3   Municipal Systems Act, s. 62
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learning about the Public Protector

The Public Protector’s office (PPO) is an independent watchdog agency 

established under Chapter nine of the Constitution who has the power 

to investigate any impropriety in any sphere of government, including 

local government and report publicly.4 (for more information, go to www.

pprotect.org).  Improprieties of public officers include: abuse, discourteous 

or improper conduct, undue delay, dishonesty with public funds, unlawful 

enrichment and other forms of poor administration.

Not every allegation of impropriety will result in an investigation – the PPO 

has the legal discretion, or right to choose, when to intervene.  You must 

make your complaint within two years, although the PPO can extend this 

period in exceptional circumstances.

There are 20 offices across South Africa and the PPO’s services are free 

and accessible. The toll free line is: 0800 112040.  

Currently the office has three specialised units:

•	 Good	governance	and	integrity

•	 Early	resolution

•	 Service	delivery

In addition to investigating improper action by government, the Public 

Protector acts:

1. As mediator of requests under the Promotion of Access to Information Act.

2. As investigator/mediator/dispute resolution counselor under the 

Protected Disclosure Act.

The Public Protector has wide investigatory powers including the power to 

4 Constitution, Chapter 9, s. 182
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Protests
To protest is to raise dissatisfaction about the way things are. There are many ways 
to show dissatisfaction with things. There are peaceful protests where people would 
peacefully walk to the offices of authorities to deliver a letter stating their dissatisfaction 
and what they think should be done. In a democracy, there is nothing wrong with 
protesting as long as it is peaceful and shows respect to legitimate authorities. 

People can also protest by sitting in the building or offices of authorities where 
they want to be listened to and to be able to express their problems. There are violent 
protests where property is usually destroyed and peace is disturbed. There is no 
justification for violence even if people have good reasons to protest. People should not 
show dissatisfaction by starting with protests. They should firstly try to talk peacefully 
and when authorities do not want to talk, then people can protest. 

It is a democratic right for people to protest, as long as they 
follow the right process of talking first and they 
protest peacefully without harming others. 
It is also important that no one should be 
forced to participate in a protest. 

We all have the democratic right not to 
participate in a protest if we do not want 
to. Those who participate in a protest 
should respect others and understand that 
that there is no obligation to participate in 
a protest.

order witnesses to testify under oath or to produce any document and to 

search and seize property under a warrant. Failure to comply with the PPO is 

an offence punishable by up to 12 months in jail, or up to R40,000 in fines.  

The PPO may offer to mediate, conciliate, negotiate a resolution, or 

investigate and publicise its findings, as well as recommend that criminal 

charges be laid.
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Social movements
The words social movement refer to activities undertaken by some members of the 
community to achieve certain goals. Social movements are a type of group action. 
They are large informal groupings of individuals and/or organisations focused 
on specific political or social issues, in other words, on carrying out, resisting or 
undoing a social change.

Relating to political parties and representatives

elections
Elections are processes through which people choose their representatives. 
Representatives can be elected to lead a community forum such as a street committee; 
they could also be elected to represent people in government. Elections should be 
open and fair so that those who elect representatives can elect representatives of 
their choice. In South Africa, government is elected once every four years. This 
means that South Africans have a right to choose leaders of their choice at four year 
intervals.

Once elections are openly and fairly held, those who are elected are then given 
the responsibility of representing the people and carrying out the mandate that they 
promised in elections. 

election manifesto
An election manifesto is an outline of values and principles that a political party 
commits to deliver on if it is elected to power. Manifestos are different because 
political parties stand for different values. Some parties would have a manifesto that 
talks about a “better education for all”. 

This means that if that political party is elected, it will ensure that the people 
receive better education. Manifestos are not programmes. Programmes are actual 
activities showing how a party would deliver on its manifestos. In most cases, parties 
use general statements to outlines their manifestos. What voters should do then is 
to see if a party is indeed capable of delivering the manifesto. This type of question 
should help the voter to decide which party to vote for. 
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Some parties may have manifestos that are 
not interesting to voters. If a voter lives in an 
informal settlement where the main problem is 
water supply and electricity supply, it may not 
be useful for such a voter to vote for a political 
party that promises to install street lights. 

It is the responsibility of voters to decide if 
a political party has a manifesto that promises 
to solve their problems and to decide if a party 
can actually solve those problems. If a voter asks 
this type of question, we then say they vote on 
the basis of “issues” and principles. It should be 
understood that a manifesto is not specific in ways 
that a party will deliver services. A manifesto usually 
mentions broad issues such as “better education” 
and “economic development”, for example. 

If the party is elected to power because its 
manifesto promises the above things, it still has to 
identify specific programmes through which those 
promises will then be delivered upon and fulfilled. It 
is difficult for a party to fully deliver everything. 

A party may deliver most of what it has promised and encounter problems in 
delivering on some of the promises. One party may be good in delivering basic 
education but bad when it comes to ensuring basic services such as water supply. 
Voters should try to understand all this before they decide which party to vote for. 

candidate
A candidate is an individual who is competing to be elected in elections. Candidates 
may stand as independents which mean they are not standing on behalf of a political 
party or an organisation. 

On the other hand a candidate may stand as a representative of a political party. 
When a candidate is presenting a political party we say that he or she is standing on 
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a ‘party ticket’. This means that he/she is using the party to be elected. When such a 
candidate is elected, he or she then has to follow the principles of the party and has 
to act in a way that enforces the policies of the party. 

In South Africa, independent candidates are seen only in local government 
elections. Also in local government elections are candidates who represent political 
parties. When it comes to national elections in South Africa, the system of electing 
leaders does not allow individuals to be independent candidates. 

People can only vote for political parties which will then elect/appoint individuals 
to form provincial government. Also, in national elections we can only vote for 
political parties, and political parties then elect individuals to form the government. 
Furthermore, in South Africa the process of electing provincial leaders who are to 
form provincial governments does not allow independent candidates to stand for 
elections. 

campaigning
A campaign is a process where a political party or individuals reach out to people 
so they can vote for that party or the person. Individuals can also campaign to be 
voted for. To campaign is to canvass or to compete to be elected. By campaigning, 
parties or individuals tell the people about the policies that they would implement 
if they are voted into power. The statements of policies that a party and individual 
promises to implement is called a manifesto. 

Parties usually talk about the values, principles and the type of government they 
will put into place if they are voted into power. In some cases parties or individuals 
may call big rallies in stadiums where they tell the people why they should vote for 
the party. Campaigns can also be in the form of radio and television messages where 
those who campaign pay for advertisements. Newspapers can also be used to spread 
the message of political parties and individuals to the people so they can vote.

Policy
A policy is an outline of priorities and a plan on how to achieve those priorities. It 
is common to hear people saying we do not have a good policy on electricity supply 
in South Africa. What they mean is that we have not identified a set of priorities 
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that we will commit ourselves to when it comes to electricity supply. A policy can 
be good but it may be difficult to fulfil. 

Sometimes a policy may not look good, but it may bring good results once it has 
been brought into effect. People need to be careful when it comes to deciding on 
what is a good policy and seeing how a policy positively improves their lives.  

issues
One of the commonly used words in public life is “issues”. We always ask “what are 
the issues”. We also tend to say we need to vote on issues. What we mean in this 
case is that we use the word issue to refer to interests that political parties promise 
to protect and strive for. 

Political dynamics
By political dynamics we are referring to factors that play a role in the way in which 
political relations are understood at a point in time. These are factors that affect how 
politics go at a point in time. For example, the political dynamics may be such that 
it is not good for a particular party to promise to build houses for people. This may 
be because the same party has previously promised to build houses and it has failed, 
as building houses is what government is incapable of doing well.

 So, the ‘political dynamics’ are such that it is not wise to mention provision for 
housing as a political party. When we talk about political dynamics, we are talking 
about factors whose consideration has a bearing on political relations.

Programme
Government carries out its function by way of what is called programmes. A 
programme in this sense is a set of activities and projects aimed at achieving a 
particular goal. Let us say a government department such as the Police Services 
is aimed at fighting crime in the country. This department will then draw up a 
programme called Crime Fighting. The programme will involve building police 
stations where people live. 

This programme may also require that the police go out and educate people 
about the danger of doing crime and also that people should report crimes to the 
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police. Thus the Crime Fighting Programme is made up of many activities. This is 
how government departments carry out their work, by identifying programmes. 
Programmes are a way of applying government policies. Activities and projects are 
functions that are carried when a programme comes into practice. 

Tax payers’ money
Government has only one source of income which is tax. There are different types 
of taxes that government charges. People pay a certain portion of their earnings to 
government as tax. This is called income tax. Companies that are doing business in 
South Africa pay valued added tax (VAT). 

A certain portion of a company‘s earnings is paid to government. Everyone who 
is a citizen in the country pays tax. Even people who are unemployed still pay tax 
as long as they buy food or other goods in stores. The tax that affects us all is VAT. 
Let us say that one goes to a local supermarket to buy a pack of tomatoes and pays 
R1.00. The receipt that one gets would be written that out of the R1.00, an amount 
of 14 per cent is VAT. This means that the actual cost of tomatoes is 86 cents. 

But we pay R1.00 from which 14 cents is then paid by the supermarket to government 
as tax. We do not have a choice about this type of tax. Whatever goods that one buys 
from the supermarket, a certain amount is taken by government as tax. 

This is because government has to build roads, it has to pay police who ensure 
our safety, and it has to pay teachers. So every time we say government is wasting 
money but “I’m glad it’s not my money”, we are actually referring to our own 
money because we all pay tax. 

If we did not have to pay VAT, a packet of tomatoes would cost us 86 cents. This 
leaves us with 14 cents which we could spend on other things we like. But because 
we have to pay VAT, the 14 cents is paid to government and it is no longer ours to 
spend as we wish. 
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Knowing structures and government 

Provinces are geographical divisions within a country. Provinces are formed with the 
aim to be able to administer a country better. South Africa has nine provinces and 
nine provincial administrations/governments. Each and every province is comprised 
of many municipalities.

Each provincial government is responsible for ensuring that a province is 
administered in the interests of the people who live in that province. People vote 
for the political party that they would prefer to form the government in a province. 
Once it is announced that a political party has won elections in a province, a party 
then appoints a Premier who is the head of government and the Premier appoints a 

local government
Local government is the administration that operates where people live. Local 
government is about the control of municipalities and the services that are provided 
at the level of municipalities, where people live. But we have to understand that local 
government is not just about giving people services such as water and sanitation. Local 
government is also about political participation and playing a role in public life. 

To put it in simple terms, the first level of government that we come into contact with 
when we wake up is local government. We see a road in front of our house, we see running 
water, and we see the toilet system. All these are the responsibilities of local government.  

Provincial government
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Cabinet, a group of people who will form the provincial government. Provinces can 
form policies and they are also responsible for implementing policies that have been 
formed at national government level.  

national government
National government refers to the uppermost level of government. National 
government affects all provinces and local government. 

For example, Mpumalanga provincial government only controls Mpumalanga 
province and not Limpopo Province. But National government controls both 
Mpumalanga Province and Limpopo Province and all other provinces in the country. 
National government makes national policy, provincial government usually makes 
policy about certain things concerning the province but it generally implements and 
applies the policy that has been made by national government.  

municipality
A municipality is a unit in which areas are divided and borders are made across the 
country. Houses, open land, business areas and farms, for example, are found within 
municipalities. 

This is a way in which areas are divided so that they can be administered and 
managed properly as separate units. 

South Africa has 256 units of municipalities. With 256 municipalities, there 
are 256 administrations. Some municipalities are big while some are small. A single 
municipality may include a big town such as Pretoria City and also the surrounding 
living areas such as Mamelodi, Mabopane and Faerie Glen. 

This type of municipality would be bigger than a small municipality which 
involves 10 rural villages. Government also delivers services to local communities 
through municipalities. There are three types of municipalities in South Africa and 
they differ according to size.  Municipalities are not borders; they are ways in which 
places are divided so that they can be administered better. 

Because municipalities are meant to be for better administration, they can be 
changed as long as the change is aimed at improving services and the communities 
affected are involved in the process of changing municipal divisions and borders.   
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metropolitan municipalities
Metropolitan municipalities are found in metropolitan areas where there are big 
cities. There are six Metropolitan municipalities in South Africa: The City of 
Tshwane, The City of Johannesburg, Ekurhuleni, The City of Cape Town, The City 
of Durban, and The City of Port Elizabeth. 

Metropolitan municipalities are responsible for controlling the metropolitan 
areas that have higher populations and also include big cities. 

Because they service areas that have many people, Metropolitan municipalities 
control larger sums of money than other types of municipalities. 

District municipalities
District municipalities refer to bigger municipalities but they are not found in 
metropolitan areas such as Johannesburg. District municipalities are divisions along 
districts. A district could be any division which geographically represents a single 
unit. District municipalities are bigger than local municipalities but they are still 
smaller than Metropolitan municipalities. 

local municipalities
Local municipalities are the smallest of the municipalities. They usually cover 
smaller local areas and they service smaller populations compared to the two other 
municipalities. 

Wards
Municipalities are divided into smaller wards to ensure that they are well 
administered. Each and every ward is responsible for a certain geographical area 
within a municipality. Imagine a municipality that has many households across a 
big geographic area. It would be difficult for the affairs of that municipality to be 
discussed in one meeting where all people living in the municipality would meet. 

In order to make sure than a municipality is well run and people are able to 
participate, the different areas of the municipality are divided into wards. Wards are 
smaller divisions within a municipality. 

A municipality can have 10 wards, depending on how big the municipality is. A 
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single ward can be from one street to another street in a township or a residential area. 
In rural areas where many villages fall under one municipality, one village or two villages 
can be a ward. It is through wards that it is practical for people to meet and discuss their 
issues that immediately affect them. Wards are smaller units within a municipality. 

Ward committees
A ward committee is appointed by the community so that it can facilitate the 
function of the ward. Committee members do not receive payment for being 
committee members; they offer their services to the community to improve their 
areas and to ensure the well-being of the people.

Ward committee member’s work with the elected Ward Councillor and the 
community to ensure that things are run properly. 

Ward councillors
Each and every ward has one Councillor. Councillors are elected during local 
government elections, once every four years. Ward Councillors are there to serve 
their wards and work together with ward committee members. 

Councillors also ensure that the problems and services that the wards have are taken to 
government. Councillors have a responsibility to serve the people and they should always 
make sure that they listen to the complaints that the people have. The people should also 
congratulate and encourage their Councillors when they are doing a good job. 
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Councillors should be close to the people they serve at all times.  It is important 
that people understand that Councillors are also people and they cannot do the 
impossible. Councillors should always explain to the communities the problems 
they face in serving their communities. Communities should listen and discuss 
those challenges with their Councillors. 

non-Government organisations (nGos)
Non-government organisations are formations that are independent from government. 
These are institutions that operate in the public and they generally contribute towards 
society‘s development. We say that NGOs are independent from government because 
they are not aligned with government. This means that their ideas are not influenced 
by those of government but by the principles that they stand by.

NGOs are there to fight for justice, peace, and freedom among other things. 
There are NGOs that are there to protect animals from cruelty and some NGOs are 
there to protect the environment and vegetation. In a democracy, NGOs are there 
to make sure that democracy is stronger and that it serves the people. Some NGOs 
help government to ensure that people are served.

When they help government, it does not mean that they are no longer 
independent. NGOs also often raise questions when they believe that government is 
not doing good work in working for the people. It should be understood that NGOs 
are not enemies of government, but they are there to work with communities and 
with government to make sure that our society becomes a better place to live in.

School Governing body
A school governing body is one of the most important and oldest forums in our 
communities. The school governing body is sometimes referred to as a school 
committee. This is a committee formed by members of the community to play a 
role in governing their schools. 

Parents usually form a greater part of the school governing body. When teachers 
want to introduce new programmes in schools, they discuss the matter with the 
school governing body which then discusses the proposal with the community. 

The school governing body then takes the decision of the community back to 
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important processes

voter registration
People always ask: Why should I register in order to vote? The process 
of registering to vote helps ensure that elections are well arranged and it 
can be known how many people are coming to vote. People register to 
vote months before elections and during the registration process their IDs 
are checked and they are later confirmed. 

During election day, everything is ready and we know how many ballot 
papers (voting papers) are needed because we know how many people 
have registered. On the election day, those who have registered will then 
show their bar coded IDs which are checked by the machines to ensure 
it is the same person who registered. Then the person is allowed to vote. 

Voter registration is a system that makes sure that only people who are allowed 
to vote are the ones who vote during Election Day. Voter registration allows those 
who organise elections to fully prepare for elections and to make sure that the right 
people who are allowed to vote in this country can actually vote.

the teachers and the decisions that have been made will then be implemented. The 
school governing body represents the community and the school management 
which could be the principal and administration staff. The main goal of a school 
governing body is to work towards a better learning environment for pupils.

Student Representative council (SRc)
This is likely to be the first structure that young people join as they go through their 
schooling years. The SRC should concern itself with representing the interests of 
students in schools and higher institutions of learning. It is well known in South Africa 
that students played a major role in fighting for freedom during the apartheid years. 

The SRC is a forum that was widely used by students to voice their political and 
social freedoms in their schools. The role of the SRC is not only to raise grievances, 
but also to work together with the school governing bodies and teachers in the 
interests of the students. 
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legislation
Legislation refers to laws that have been passed by government. In order for 
government to regulate and govern, there need to be rules. These rules are written 
into documents and they are discussed in parliament which decides if they are going 
to be made into official laws. 

This is why parliament is called the legislator because it passes legislation; in other 
words, laws. For rules to become laws, certain steps have to be followed. Parliament 
has to give people opportunities to say what they think about the proposed rules. 
People have the right to make a statement or write to parliament and say what they 
think about the proposed rules that are going to be passed into laws.

 A person, a community or a group of people can write a letter to a parliamentary 
committee and say what they believe about the rules that are being discussed by 
parliament before being passed into law. 

Parliament is required to listen to what people think about the rules before they 
become laws. 

When the rules are still being discussed by parliament before they are passed 
into law, the rules are called a bill. We say that parliament is discussing a bill. Once 
parliament decides to pass the bill into law, we then say we have legislation, which 
is now law. 

bylaws
Local government is responsible for passing bylaws. Bylaws are regulations that 
apply only to specific local areas. For example, a municipality may pass a bylaw 
which states that no one in Goodness Municipality should own more than two 
dogs. The bylaw only affects the community of Goodness Municipality and does not 
affect a municipality far from Goodness Municipality. The bylaw may also prohibit 
people from selling food on the street in a municipality. Trading regulations in 
municipalities are regulated by bylaws. 

Those who are going to be affected by bylaws should be informed that a 
municipality is in the process of passing a bylaw. This is to ensure that people say 
what they think about the proposed bylaws before they officially become laws. In 
most cases, people are surprised when they are told that their municipalities have 
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passed bylaws that prohibit selling sweets and fruit on the street in a 
municipality. It is important that people read their local 
newspapers because proposed bylaws are published in 
local newspapers.  

If people are aware of bylaws that are going to be 
passed in their municipalities, they can then decide to 
support or oppose those proposed bylaws before they become 
official law. 

Bylaws are very important because they are the laws that 
always directly affect the people. The building of a church 
on your street is permitted through a bylaw and the bylaw 
is published in local newspaper before the church is built.

Tenders
An infamous word in South Africa. But tenders are simply contracts that are made 
between government and those who will be doing some work for government. A 
person may get a contract to supply food for schools. We then say that a person 
is tendering to schools. Tenders are supposed to be announced and publicised in 
newspapers and even on the radio. After knowing that a tender has been advertised, 
people or even companies can then write a proposal explaining how they will provide 
such a service and how much money they would charge to do that work.

The office or department that has announced a tender looks at the proposals that 
were submitted and then decides which company or person will provide a better 
service. This decision is made by asking which company or individual will provide 
quality service and will charge a better and lower price to do that work. 

Some tenders are not openly publicised because only a few companies in the 
world can do the type of work that is required. For example, a tender to a build 
satellite station circling the planet may not be advertised openly in the newspapers. 
This would be because in the entire world there are about three companies with the 
knowledge and experience to build a satellite station.

When government wants someone to build a satellite station for South Africa, 
they just phone those three companies and ask them to write proposals. The reason 
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is because if they advertise in the newspapers, no one other than the known three 
companies will make a useful proposal to do such work. Some tenders are called 
“closed tenders”. 

This refers to tenders where a decision is made to contact certain companies or 
individuals because they are experienced in the service required so that they can 
provide the service. Let us say government wants to spend R500 to print T-shirts to 
celebrate Mothers’ Day. Government will then realise the cost of openly advertising 
such a tender will be too much and time will be lost through advertising. 

Then, a decision can be made to phone Good T-Shirt to do the work. The rule 
is that all tenders should be openly publicised so that all people who are interested 
can apply to do the work and benefit from doing business with government. There 
should not be favours in deciding who has to be given the contract to do the work. 

Every South African who is good at what they are doing should stand a good 
chance to provide service to government.  There are limits about which tenders 
should be openly advertised. A government department can have a policy that any 
tender that would cost more than one million Rand should be openly publicised on 
national radio stations and newspapers. 

This means tenders that are below that amount may be “closed tenders” where a 
department can just approach known people or companies so that those companies 
or people can submit proposals stating how they can provide the needed service and 
how much they would charge. 

Government may decide on rules and policies that it would follow when 
advertising and appointing people who will be providing tendering services. Those 
policies need to be open and publicly known. One cannot appoint a family relative 
to provide a tendering service because that would result in doubts about how the 
person was selected. It is required that when appointing those who will provide 
services for government, the selection should be impartial and fair. 

It is difficult for people to be impartial in relation to their family relatives 
because they are attached to their family members. As part of the tender process, an 
institution or government may decide to have a list of companies or individuals who 
would form a ‘supplier database’. 
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Some common miSunDeRSTAnDinGS

“What difference does it make if i vote, it will not change anything”
This is one of the most used statements when people start to believe that they are 
unable to make a difference on how politics proceeds. 

It is a disempowering statement and it is an expression of hopelessness. If we 
look at how the process of voting goes, we will realise that each vote makes a big 
difference at any point in time. It is individuals who vote and each vote is counted 
into a number that is called “election results”. Without individual votes, there can 
never be election results. There would be nothing to count. So, each and every single 
vote contributes to the final election result. 

Those who do not vote also contribute to the final result. The difference is that 
those who do not vote contribute because their vote is absent from the final results. 
Those who vote contribute because their vote is counted and may also be counted 
towards a certain preference of who should be the leader.

Those who vote contribute to final election results and their vote may also 
influence things towards the preference of voters. So, those who do not vote 
contribute to election results, but they do not have a chance to influence the results 
towards their preferences. Not voting means to contribute without influencing. 
Voting is to contribute and also to influence. 
  
“i only worry about my business”
A business opportunity is affected by government policy. To bring about a good 
business environment there should be a good business policy in place so that people 
are able to be involved in business. Business involves interaction with other people 
and it is the duty of government to set good rules that are going to be followed in 
the interaction. Laws will need to be in place for business to work. 
  
“i’m young and want to live my life”
This is one of the expressions said by those who feel it will not make a difference for 
them to participate in public life. The decision is made to pull out of public life and 
focus only on what affects people privately. When people say they intend to focus 
on their private life, they are saying that they are no longer willing to commit to 
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shaping their surroundings. But it is difficult to live your own life the way you want 
to in an environment that is not shaped by you. 

As long as you do not take the responsibility of playing a role in shaping your 
surroundings, you cannot live your life the way you want. You will have to live your life 
the way in which it is dictated by your surroundings. You may decide that you want to 
live in an environment where it is safe to go out and buy whatever food you want to buy 
at any point in time. This is a private decision that anyone can take. The ability to make 
this decision depends on whether it is safe to walk to a shop at night.

The safety depends on whether the police are doing their job properly. Safety is a 
product of collective action by members of the community as they play a role both 
in assisting police and passing good safety laws in their surroundings.    

“let the youth be the youth”
The youth are usually seen as not being responsible in shaping their surroundings. It 
is believed that young people should focus on enjoying their lives as young people; 
they should not worry about things that are in the public space. The youth is the 
largest population group in South Africa. This means young people are the most 
numerous people in South Africa. The question to ask is if the biggest group of 
people in South Africa did not actively play a role in shaping their society, what kind 
of society would it be, and what kind of society would they have to live in? Being 
a youth should also mean taking responsibility in shaping the society in which one 
would be growing up to be an adult. 

If you are a youth, it is your responsibility to play a role in shaping the society 
into the model society in which you would like to be an adult. This is the first step 
towards nation building: taking responsibility as a youth. 
  
“young people are not mature enough to be involved in government structures”
 The greatest number of voters would have to be the youth. Being allowed to vote is 
recognition of the ability to make a decision as to who should be a representative in 
government. It cannot be said that people are allowed to vote but at the same time 
are not mature enough to get involved in government structures. The youth should 
take responsibility and, through guidance with experienced elders, play a role in 
government structures. 






